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In MEMORIUM

<Friends of Science, Technology, Engineering and Research l

ProF. Donald S. A i n s l i e , PH.D.

by Mrs. Gerald DesRoches of F.O.S.T.E.R. ONTARIO

Donald Ainslie was in his 90t h year when he died. He was
born near Windsor in a small town called Comber. After finish1ng
high school in Leamington, he attended University of Toronto,
graduating in about 1915.

Science's link with the Public
Foster Ontario is a non-profit society dedicated to the
ad vancement of science . It was begun at the urging of Canadian
scientists, engineers, doctors and businessmen just two years ago.
Or. J, Tuzo Wilson, 01rector General of the Ontario Science
Centre, began to plan such a soc1ety.
To date there are twenty branches throughout Ontario with
interest spread1ng throughout Canada. The Toronto branc~, is
closelv affiliated with the Science Centre and enjoys the benefit:
of bei~g able to use the facill ties of the Ce'ltre. The outlying
branches have had volunteer staff members brmg programs to them
on request. An Ontano program comrmttee has been formed to
ass1st the branches w1th their functions.
Some of the programs so hr have included popular talks,
film series (in particular, the series from Bntlsh Col umb1a
called "Connections" on the development of technology), "Phys1cs
is Fun" demonstrations, "Astronomy in Your 01•m Back Yard" (by Doug
Cunningham of Ontano A.A.P.T.- ed.), a Vegetarian f1lm and
feast, a study of claims to the paranormal called "Extra-Sensory
Deception", Plate Tectomcs and Continental Drift, and
preparations for Saturday morning classes for young children.
All the members of the Ontano Board and all the area
Convenors are volunteers. Membership is restncted to ind1v1duals
and costs to members are low <Adult membership is $11).(10 and
student membership is $5,(1(1), Members receive a monthly copy of
Newscience--the Ontario Science Centre's publication--and a
F.O.S.T.E.R. newsletter edited by Marg Maher, a staff member of
the Centre. The newsletter contains:
-a regular feature by Or. Hilson called "Canadian Innovators"
- news from the branches
-news from schools, uni versities , eng1nee nng, medical,
technical and scientific soc1eties in and around Ontano
-notices of lecture, open houses, courses and any happenings
related to science, tchnology, engineering and research
Many programs are free or are of spee1al cost to F.o.s.T.E.R.
members.
Applications for membership!
Cheques should be made payable to F.O.S.T.E.R. ONTARIO and mailed
to
Dr. J. Tuzo Hilson,
Director General,
Ontario Science Centre,
770 Don Mills Road,
Don Mills, Ontario,
M3C !T3
Include your name, address, telephone number and postal code
<Students should give the name of their school, college of
universi tyl.

He put his Physics knowledge to work almost immediately,
travelling to Great Britain to help in the installation of
underwater harbour defenses at ports around England and Scotland
during World War I. While working at Dunure Scotland he met h1s
future wife, Dorothy, whom he would marry about ten years later in
1927 .
After the war he worked on his doctorate at the Un1vers1ty of
Saskatchewan. His teaching then took h1m to the Umversity of
Western Ontario from about 1?:27 to 1'''2"? , and t~.en to the
Umvers1ty of Toronto until the Second Hor!d War.
In World Har II he travelled to Hallfax where again he helped
w1th naval defense and underwater m1ne detect1on.
After the War it was back to the Universit y of Toronto unt;l
retirement at 65. Toronto's mandatory retirement could not stop a
man of his energ ies and he worked for five more years at the
expanding Umversity of Hindsor.
For the next twenty years of his life he rema1ned active,
continuing with experiments in the lab at his home, helping with
Science dubs in public school, prolifically writing articles for
science and Physics digests, and of course, looking forward to his
annual pilgrimage to the A.A.P.T. Ontario Conference.
We of the Ontario A.A.P.T. will miss Donald Ainshe. We are
consoled by the certainty that his love for Physics and his
scholarship has been passed on to the many Physics students who
were privileged to have been taught by him.
We thank David Ainslie, a Physics teacher at StMary's
District Collegiate and a nephew of Or. Ainslie for the above
information.
Mrs. Jackie Shaw, Head of Physics at Brank some Hall in
Toronto writes to tell us that Or. Ainslie has willed all of his
Physics experiments and papers to the Physics department at
Branksome Hall. His daughter, Mrs. Margaret Tuer, is a mathematic
teacher there.
F.O.S.T.E.R. Ont ano branches are located in Burk' s Falls,
Deep River- Pembr oke, Guelpr,, Kapuskasing, Kingston, London,
Niagara-St. Catherines, North Bur lin gton, Ottawa,
Peterb orough,Sarnia , Sault St. Mane, Sudbury, Thunder Bay,
Toronto, Waterloo-Cambridge and Windsor. If you w1sh to contact
any of the convenors 1n your area, address your request to:
Mrs. Gerald Desroches.
2:3::: Indian Valley Tra1l,
Mississauga, Ontano,
L5G 2K:3.
Ed note: We commend to our membership th1s worthy orgamzation
whose aims are consistent w1th those of the A.A.P.T.

A n a l y s i s oF an E x p e r i m e n t by G Kelly
This P.s.s.c. Experiment is usually the first experiment that the
new grade 13 students in Physics undertake. The pre-experiment
demonstration of the graphical techniques used in this experiment
tend to 'give away" the relationships between the height, the time
and the diameter of the hole emptying the cylinder.
I now use other data in my 'demo" that will do the same thing
without giving away the relationships mentioned above.
A sonometer (wire stretched over a sounding box> w11l generate
sound frequencies (f) that are dependent on
(i) the length of the string <I>
(ii> the tension (force) of the string (f)
Keeping all other variable constant (material, cross-sectional
area, density,etc.) I have used the follo,~ing data to demonstrate
to my students the power of the graphical techniques to determine
variable relationships. By using a program that I have generated
on my Apple II, I have been able to demonstrate quickly the graphs
(curved> of this data and manipulate this same data to give
straight line graphs.

A . A . P . T . O n t a r i o m e e t s <Nith MINISTF
by George Kelly
On Saturday mormng, April 1Mh at Lester B Pearson C.I. 1n
Scarborough, eleven A.A.P.T. Ontario members met with Jack Bell
and Jim McTav1sh of the Ministry of Education to prov1de some
input to the on going curriculum review.
Discusswns were lively and frank dealing with issues cruc1al to
Physics Education in Ontario. It was generally agreed that the
meeting was a worthwhile venture, a beginning for
A.A.P.T.Ontario-Ministry dialog.

When NOT to u s e a. Micro in P h y s i c s
by P. T. Spencer,Stephen Leacock C.I.
~45(1 B1rchrnount Road,
Ag1ncourt, On tarJo HIT :2M':·
Although we do not use the P.S.s.c. text 1n our Grade 1:;: Physics
classes here at Leacock, .,.,e st1ll use the P.s.s.c. Lab Guide
(flfth Edition) .
We start the course onth Appendices I and::_ from the Lab Gu1de.
Appendix 2 In trod uces the student t o graphic techmques of
obta1mng equations from d.<ta, 1nclud 1ng a bnef mentwn of the
ut1ilt y of uswg log-log pl ots to f1nd power laws.
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"But how do you know wh1ch is the best straight ilne?" we are
asked many times. At th1s p01nt yJe suggest they do a least squares
l!near flt <linear regress wn). ThiS does not present much of a
problem as many of our students have calculators that will do th1s
automatically, and some others have taken the Grade 12 Computer
Science course 1n wh1ch l!nea r regression IS taught.
Now, what about non-lmea r relations, such as, 1nverse and inverse
How do nrey do those on as calculator-· Don't they need a
microcomputer now ;· No' " Any power law can be handled on a
calculator with !Jnear regression. All you have to do is to take
the logarithm of both co-ordinates of each po1nt a nd enter that
mto the linear regresswn . The slope 15 then the power, whether
pos1tive, negat1ve <inverse), and / or fractwnal, and the antilog
of the intercept is the multiplicative constant. Thts simple
tec:hmque can be used by any student w1th a multi function
calculator, and can be used during tests and quizzes too'
(Something you can ' t do w1th your micro!>
square~'
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A.A.P.T.Ontar io> to
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The P.S.S.C.Lab Guide continually askes questions such as "How
closely do they agree ?". He discourage, via marks, vague answers
as we expect our students to provide quantitative answers such as
percentage difference, percentage error, and so on.
Hhat then do we do about Experiment 16, Centripetal Force, where
in the fifth,fdition the students are told! "You can calculate the
value of FTL from your table and see how close they are to
their mean value". In this case -~e tell our students to calculate
some measure of central tendency, such as standard deviation.
Standard deviation funct10ns are very common on calculators
nowdays. He elidt from students that a good measure of how dose
data is to their mean is something like the classical deviation,
namely
1;(.< - )( 1

£,_,

, and then tell them that the standard deviation
that the calculators have IS the same th1ng, only slightly
camoflaged, namely

cr;::: =
If they enter two numbers, say 10 and 20, their calculators give X

= 15, and~= 5, both in accordance with their intuitive notions
of "average", and "average difference from the average',(Note that
the.,-;;:::, button gives a result not in accordance with the
intuitive notion of what standard deviation should be,)
In short then, 1f you are using a microcomputer to help your
students do graphing, curve fitting, or data reduction, please
reconsider - your students may already be better equipped to do
these things than you thought.

BOOK REVIEW: :by Doug Cunmngham
Why E x p e r i m e n t s ?
Why S t a t i s t i c s ?
by W Hmes, H. Lachmansingh, D. Miller
available from
U of Guelph Booksto re cost $4,50
Perhaps the best vehicle for realizing the aims of any saence
program is the "science project", Students are encouraged to work
on a problem in an area of science that interests them ... problems
usuall y requiring both library and laboratory research. In my own
experience the essen tial ingredient for a successful proJect is
the interest and enthusiasm of the student. Another ingredient of
Importance is the interested attention of the teacher ... to
provide encouragement when the difficulties seem overwhelming and,
equally important, to serve as a sounding board as the student
plans his !her) research. Typical problems encountered during the
planning and exerution of the experimental work involve knowing
what to measure and how to measure it, distinguishing between
comtrols and controlled variables, coping with differences in ages
or environmental conditions, and learning from experiments that
fail. In this area of experimental design good resource material
has been hard to find .... that is, until this book "Why
Experiments? Why Statistics?" was written by Hines, Lachmansingh,
and Miller. Although the purpose of the book is to serve as a
guide for students embarking on the adventure of a science
project, many educators will also find the information helpful.
In spite of the title the authors have chosen to emphasize good
experimental design and sound experimental practises and
deliberately refrained from an advanced treatment of statistics.
Their concerns center around experimental variability, the
importance of planning in experiments, the need for controls, and
the role of the blind experiment.
It is not surprising then to find the main body of the book

organized into chapters with headings which reflect the
experimental process .... ie designing experiments, performing
experiments, summarizing observations, writing reports, and
reaching a conclusion. Each of these chapters follows a question
and answer format that is effective in conveying the main ideas.
In the section on summarizing observations, t_he authors have used
5 examples from the life sciences to illustrate the basic
organizing of data, the tabulating and graphing of expe-rimental
results, and the descriptive statistical summary. They indicate
that other statistical summaries are possible but beyond the scope
of their book,
The authors have added three appendices -: appendix A is a summary
of steps to be followed in experiments: appendix 8 contains a list
of 2t. biological topics for science fair experiments: and most
important, appendix C contains reports of two experiments along
with valuable criticisms. These comments and criticisms are quite
instructive,
In summary this softcover book is very readable, well organized,
amply supplied with examples and would be a valuable addition to
the science library of any school .. I would recommend this book as
required reading for any students and their teachers involved in
science project work,
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HONOUR YOUR OUTSTANDING PHYSICS STUDENT with a professionally
printed certificate signed by the President of the National AAPT'
PROVIDE VISIBILITY for physics and the physics teacher by having
the Superintendent and Principal signatures on this certificate~
PROMOTE YOU:< PHYSICS PROGRAM - by presenting this at Commenc:er>oent
or Awards Assemby'
AVAILABLE FREE. Order yours

today~:

NOTE: One per school only~
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Name,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
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1., ...................... Prov,,, ................. ..
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The following questions are asked to help the Committee collect
data on the physics programs in the schools giving these awards.
We will be pleased to send you the certificate upon receipt of
this completed form.
Number of General Grade 11 Physics classes ................... .
Number of Advanced Grade 11 Physics classes

AAF'T O n t a r i o members a u t h o r
A r t i c l e s For "PHYSICS TEACHER"
by George Kelly
The Apnl ed1t10n of "The Phys1cs Teacher" contains art1cles by
three members of AAPT Ontario. Congratulations are extended to
Doug Cunningham and John Hlynialuk for their lead article on
"Granng Occultations", It is really a great article, I'm glad
that the fine talent we have 1n AAPT Ontario can be shared w1th
other Physics teachers.
Doug Fox also has a good article (page 25!l on "Teacher's Pets:
Programmed expenences in classical mechanics", We again commend
these members on this recognition.

Number of Physics teachers ........................ ..
Av. No. students per class ....................... ..
Number of grade 13 Physics graduates ...................... ..
Are you a member of !national) AAPT'~!Y/NJ ............. ..
!NOT NECESSARY for requesting certificates.>
Send your request to:
HIGH SCHOOL CERTIFICATES,
Amencan Association of Physics Teachers,
Graduate Physics Build1ng,
SUNY at Stony Brook,
NY 11794, U.S.A,

Ilv[F'ORTANT DATES COlv[ING
STAR GAZING
by Doug Cunningham
"I see them now~" exclaimed Pam, one of my Grade'" students, as
her binoculars framed three fairly bright stars in the Jo,~er left
corner of Cepheus. In her field of vie" were Epsilon, Zeta, and
Delta Cephi.
"Now, as best as I can see, Delta appears stx-tenths of the way
between Zeta and Epsilon in brightness", W1th Zeta shimng at 3.:
~~\lnnitude and Epsilon at 4.2 magnitude Pam had placed Delta at
:;:.::: and was well on her way towards constructing a light
curve for this most famous variable star.
I had d1rected Pam 's interest towards th1s group of vanable stars
after she and a friend had indicated an interest 1n pursu1ng an
astronomy project on the methods astronome rs use to measure
distance;; to the galaxies.
Origmally discovered by John Goodncke in I ?r::4, Delta Cep~1e1 IS
t ypical of a group of pulsating variable stars that have served as
distance indicators for nearby galaxies. These Cephe1d vanables
r.ave periods of light variation des cribed by Robert Burnham as
"being as regular as fine clockwork".
In 1912 Henrietta Lea vit t, after studying the penods of a numbe;
of Cepheid variables in a small magellanic cloud, announced a
definite relationship between the actual luminosity of a Cepheid
and its period of light variation. In particular, the longer the
period, the larger the time-average lunimosity. After Harlow
Shapley stated, in 1917, the relationship in terms of a useful
law, a relatively simple distance determination method was made
available to astronomers.
In actual fact, two period luminosity laws were discovered because
the Cepheids could be members of the arms of spiral galaxies,
called Population I types, or they could be the Population II
types, 1.5 magnitudes fainter, found in galactic halos, global
star clusters, and elliptical galaxies.
The mechanism responsible for the pulsations is not completely
understood but apparently the outer envelopes of the Cepheid stars
are involved wherein the opadty of the Hydrogen and Helium
ionization zones acts as a reverse valve to orchestrate the
pulsations.
The use of Cepheid variables as "standard candles" to determine
distances opened the door for Edwin Hubble 's discovery of the
expanding Universe. This use of the Cepheids was elegantwherever a Cepheid was found, its period indicated the absolute
luminosity and then its apparent faintness was a measure of the
distance.
The observation of vanabl e stars, of wh1ch the Cephe1 •j forms only
a small class, is a product1ve and valuable enterprise for the
amateur astronomer . An yone interested 1n th1s branch of amateur
astronomy should contact
Amencan Assooat10n of Vanable Star Observers,
1:0:7 Concord Avenue,
Cambridge, Hassachusetts
02 t::::: u.s.A.

Grade 11 Pnze Contest
Tuesday Hay 3rd, 1983
For info contact Doug Fox, Belle River District High School,
Belle River, Ontario NOR lAO.
F.O.S.T.E.R. Guelph Chapter
Wednesday l1a y 4th, at 7.::::0 p.m.
Room 113 Physical Science Bldg.
University of Guelph, Guelph, Ont.
Topic: "Astronomy in your own back yard"
Doug Cunningham, Sdence Head at Bruce Peninsula D.H.S.
Sir Isaac Newton !SIN> Test
Thursday May 5th, 19:D
For info contact P.C.Eastman, Dept, of Physics,
Univ. of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario N2Z 3G1.
National AAPT SUMMER MEETING
June 15-17, 1983.
Memphis Tennessee
Abstract deadline: March 20, 19K:,
AAPT ONTARIO Section meeting
June 17-18, 19€:3, at Univ. of Waterloo,Waterloo, Ontario N2Z 3Gl.
Convenor :Dean Gaily, Physics Dept. Univ. of Western Ontario,
London, Ont. N6A C: K7,
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
Conference & Summer Institute
June 20-July15th
Rutgers the State Univ. of New Jersey
Contact Dr. Michell E Batoff
245 Nassau St. SuiteD
Princeton, New Jersey 08450
PHYSICS for TEACHERS
June 27th to July 8th
Short course on Physics Demonstrations and outdoor activities.
at the Royal Military College in Kingston, Ontario
for info contact Geo. Vanderkuur at
The Ontario Sdence Centre 770 Don Mills Rd.,
Don Mills,Ontario M3C 1T3
S.T.A.O.Region 7 & 8 !Toronto and Areal
Computer Conference
November 5, 1983
At Upper Canada College.
E v e n t of: t h e

decade~!

National AAPT WINTER CONFERENCE
JANUARY 1985 AT
ROYAL YORK HOTEL, TORONTO!

CONGRATULATIONS
A.A.P.T.Ontario takes pride in congratulatmg Doug Fox, a former
President of A.A.P.T. Ontario and Newsletter editor, on his
appointment to the Editorial Board of the National A.A.P.T.
Publication "THE PHYSICS TEACHER", No doubt the experience gained
as editor of this newsletter will make him a valuable member of
that organization. - Geo Kelly
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